Rug Boss Renovation System
For Carpets & Area Rugs
Introducing the Rug Boss Renovation System for Carpets and
Area Rugs. It’s Pullman-Holt’s answer to removing stubborn
stains and embedded dirt from carpet without bending
down to hand scrub or flooding your carpet using bulky,
power equipment. This low-moisture system uses encapsulation technology which is preferred by professional contractors and by the carpet manufacturers to clean, maintain and
revitalize carpet without over-wetting (via extraction) and
risking damage. First, spray dry foam formula on the area to
be cleaned, then roll the patented brush back-and-forth to
distribute the cleaning formula and agitate the carpet. Stains will be removed right away. The dirt and other
materials will be encapsulated in crystal form during the brief drying period. The crystal is then removed with
routing vacuuming. It’s that easy to keep your carpets and area rugs looking like new again!
Rug boss Rug Renovator brush system includes a Patented dual bristle brush with wheels, telescoping handle
and one can of our advanced encapsulation cleaning formula.

Easy Four Step Process:

Step One: Apply foaming shampoo Step Two: Using back and forth move- Step Three: Use Black bristles on
over desired area (not to exceed 4 ment, work foam into carpeted area. carpet for more aggressive cleaning
square feet).
Use White bristles on carpet for light and stain removal.
to medium cleaning and for sensitive
fabrics.
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Step Four: Allow to dry and vacuum
thoroughly.

Rug Boss Renovation System For Carpets & Area Rugs
Features:

• Brush roll radius automatically sets the
bristles at proper angle to evenly distribute
cleaner and provide deep down agitation of
carpet fibers.

• Helps propel brush roll easily over all
types of carpet. Provides consistent
angle and depth of bristles to maximize cleaning results.

• Black bristles - aggressive agitation to remove
stubborn, embedded dirt and stains. Excellent
grooming tool for all types of carpet and for lifting and removing of pet hair.

• White bristles - light to medium
aggressiveness for sensitive carpets
• Heavy duty steel handle adjust
up to any comfortable operating
height. Just twist and slide the
retractable telescopic handle to the
desired height then just tighten it
securely.

Advanced encapsulation (crystallizing) formula is excellent for general cleaning and spot removal. Dirt particles are trapped inside of a
polymer crystal and removed with routine vacuuming. Until removed,
crystals double as a soil retardant to keep carpets cleaner longer. Safe
to use on all types of carpeting, plus area, throw, oriental and sectional
rugs. Dries quickly and leaves no sticky residue.
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